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Abstract. The preparation and implementation of a real estate
development project requires the adoption of a large number of diverse
management decisions. For the preparation of decisions often attract
experts. The opinions of many experts sometimes do not agree with each
other and even are mutually exclusive. For their analysis using computerbased decision support systems (DSS). The article provides an analysis of
several DSS, their applicability for the preparation of the project of real
estate development. The results of the comparative experiment are also
presented - the advantages and disadvantages of direct and indirect
discussion of the project. It is revealed that the mediated written discussion
with the use of information and communication technologies has
advantages over direct discussion. It has been established that the quality
of the discussion improves when there is a specially trained moderator who
controls the process. Analysis of the features of the implementation of real
estate development projects showed that there are no group decision
support systems on the software market that can meet all the requirements
necessary for the effective preparation and implementation of a real estate
development project.

1 Introduction
In managerial practice, a group solution is gaining more and more weight as the complexity
and scope of the problems being solved increase. The scope and the large number of
participants are a characteristic feature of real estate development projects. They include
not only a fundamental physical change of the property, but also significant economic, legal
and social effects in the development area [1]. During the implementation of such projects,
an increasing number of specialists and experts are grouped together to integrate opinions
and make common decisions on the project.The integration of judgments and the
experience of experts is not determined by their own desire, but by objective necessity.
Competent opinion is required in all issues and areas covered by the project - to solve many
design, organizational, industrial, technological, legal, urban planning, social and other
tasks. Obviously, this is beyond the power of one person [2, 3,4].
From the point of view of management and the development of collective decisions,
grouping has both positive and negative effects [5, 6].
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Positive sides:
- A large stock of diverse knowledge. The group as a whole always has more knowledge
than the most authoritative and informed specialist of this group;
- The greatest number of opinions and points of view. Solving development problems
requires a variety of approaches and types of thinking. But one person usually sees only one
side of the problem. The more diverse and diverse the primary experience of the
participants, the higher the likelihood of the formation of an innovative solution;
- High activity of the participants. In a group, people, as a rule, have a desire to share
their own opinions and refute the distorted information. A group decision includes
comparing the different opinions of its participants, defending their points of view,
competing for a greater contribution to solving the problem.
Negative sides:
- The pressure of the majority. If a large number of participants in the group hold the
same opinion, it is not possible to convince them and promote another solution. In order to
be accepted by the group, some participants have to give up their opinions;
- The primacy of a strong personality. A person with a higher status or having good
oratorical abilities is able to oppress other participants. He suppresses other people's
statements, takes most of the time itself and thereby suppresses the initiative;
- Reduced sense of reality. Group solutions are always more risky than individual ones.
Since the group solution was developed jointly, it seems to be the best. In addition, each
participant disclaims personal responsibility for the process and outcome of the work [7].
Modern computerized decision support systems help to use the most positive effects of
group work and at the same time minimize its negative psychological effects [8, 9].
Decision Support System (DSS) - a complex of mathematical and heuristic methods and
models to substantiate the choice of the most appropriate management decision.
DSS has the following four main characteristics:
1) uses both data and models;
2) helps to make decisions in semistructured and unstructured tasks;
3) does not give ready-made decisions, but helps to justify them and supports their
adoption;
4) increases the efficiency of decisions [10,11].
To manage a real estate development project, it is important that there are two types of
DSS: operational and strategic. Operational DSS are designed to immediately respond to
changes in the current situation in the management of financial and business processes of
the project. Strategic DSSs focused on the analysis of large volumes of heterogeneous
information collected from various sources. These DSSs help to find and justify the most
rational options for real estate development, taking into account the influence of significant
direct and indirect factors, such as the likely direction of development of the building area,
public opinion, the situation of target and financial markets, changes in legislation and
many others [12, 13].
DSS of the first type are called Executive Information Systems (Executive Information
Systems). In essence, these are sets of reports based on data from an enterprise information
system. These systems in real time reflect the main aspects of production and financial
activities, which helps to make operational decisions.
DSS of the second type suppose a sufficiently deep study of data, specially converted so
that it is convenient to use them in the decision-making process. An integral component of
such DSS are decision rules. Their technologies are based on the principles of
multidimensional presentation and analysis of OLAP data (Online Analytical Processing)
[6, 10, 14].
In practice, the operational tasks of the project can be solved by one person or by a
group of experts. The choice of one or another method depends on the specific features of
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the task, the number of project participants interested in the solution, as well as the ratio of
costs and effect.
The strategic objectives of real estate development are solved exclusively collectively.
And this is not by chance. The expenditure of resources and time to gather information, to
fully prepare for making complex and expensive group decisions is always less than the
averted loss from making the wrong, not the best or un worked decision [15, 16]. However,
it is at this pre-investment stage that the negative effects of group decisions can have the
most serious consequences. Therefore, it is during the working-out of a strategic plan for
development that decision-making methods should be used, which allow minimizing the
negative psychological effect of group work [17, 18].
Part of this problem already has its solution. In the early 80s, researchers at the
University of Arizona developed the Group Decision Support System (GDSS).
The GDSS, also known as Electronic Meeting System, GroupWare, Computer
Supported Co-operative Work, is a collection of software, hardware, and tools whose
common goal is automated support for teamwork [19]. The first GDSS was based on a local
area network that integrated personal computers located in the meeting room. Displaying
the results of group work was carried out on a large screen, which focused the group’s
attention on the current issue.
The meeting included 3 phases:
1. Electronic brainstorming. Each of the participants (anonymously) collected and sent
their ideas on how to solve the existing problem.
2. Analysis of ideas. Ideas were argued, criteria for evaluating alternatives were chosen.
3. Voting and data processing using various techniques.
To make a decision with the help of GDSS, a specialist is needed, leading the expert
survey group. His role is key because he provides technical assistance, a moderator function
and the role of a group decision-making session leader. These responsibilities at different
stages of testing the system can be assigned to different people [20, 21].
The main advantage of using GDSS is the parallel, anonymous and structured
communication between participants with error-free documentation. The fact that each
participant writes and responds in parallel / asynchronously to the other members of the
group can significantly save time and provide more information for analysis. A study by
Ventana of the use of GDSS showed an increase in productivity of meetings at enterprises
by 90% [22].
One of the major drawbacks of this system is the need for a qualified leader. His task is
not only to be the moderator of the meeting, but also to choose the most appropriate
methods, means and tools for solving the problem. From his work, in the end, depends on
the result. His mistakes can completely distort the results [10].
The second drawback, which significantly complicates the use of this type of GDSS in
the pre-investment phase of the real estate development project, is the need to gather all
interested parties at the same time in the same room. Given the number of project
participants and those interested in the project, it is not possible to fulfil this condition.
Does this mean that the use of GDSS during the pre-investment preparation of the project
of real estate development is impossible? We tried to answer this question during our
research.
Research goal: to analyze the possibility of using existing group decision support
systems in the early phases of a real estate development project and to assess the benefits of
indirect computerized communication when making group decisions before direct
communication during meetings.
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2 Methods
To achieve this goal, we used methods for analyzing literary sources, the functionality of
existing decision support systems software presented on the Russian and world markets,
and expert survey methods. Also, to identify the benefits of mediated parallel computerized
communication in the process of making group decisions, the methods of observation and
experiment were used.
The experiment (2017-2019) was attended by MBA students in the construction and
real estate - the leaders of construction and development companies. The subjects were
offered a problem situation: it is necessary to propose options for the redevelopment of an
unfinished real estate and draw up a preliminary plan for the project.
The experimental group was divided into two subgroups. The first subgroup performed
the task in the course of direct live communication in the classroom. The second subgroup
interacted indirectly with the use of computer technology. The students of the second group
were outside the classroom (distance learning format) and communicated with each other
through chat. For the assignments, both groups were given 40 minutes.

3 Results
Analysis of the results of the experiment and observation in general confirmed our
scientific hypothesis. Using written mediated communication reduces the time for
discussion and decision making. Observing the decision-making process in the audience
and analyzing the correspondence of participants communicating through group chat
showed the following.
With direct communication:
- the initiative, as a rule, is in the hands of one person. He leads the discussion, makes
the first proposals and criticizes the subsequent proposals of the discussion;
- If there are two or three active participants, the discussion turns into a confrontation
between the parties, who do not always manage to agree among themselves;
- There is always at least one participant who does not participate in the discussion of
the problem. His vote may not be taken into account when voting and choosing the best
solution;
- During the discussion, participants are often distracted by extraneous topics, they
recall stories from their own experience in the implementation of other development
projects;
- At the end of the decision making time, only the participant who initiated the decision
can justify the decision made;
- It is not always possible to reproduce the key points of decision making (especially if
the protocol is not kept or is kept in a generalized form).
In indirect communication using computer technology:
- The work is more effectively structured if the moderator communicates with a voice,
and the other participants express their opinions in writing. Less effective if everyone only
communicates in writing;
- At the beginning of the discussion, participants seek to get as much information as
possible - ask clarifying questions and answer them. The number of answers to a given
question may be equal to or even exceed the number of participants. Some questions may
remain unanswered. In parallel, several issues can be discussed. Sometimes answers are
presented as links to external resources;
- Solutions are introduced and discussed in parallel, rather than sequentially;
- Individual participants may be distracted by extraneous topics, this does not prolong
the discussion much, because processes run in parallel;
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- Some participants may not speak out on the questions asked and not take part in the
voting;
- At the end of the discussion, participants can restore the decision-making logic (based
on the available materials). The rationale for the decision, as a rule, is a short form without
details.
Comparing the results obtained, we can conclude: the use of mediated communication
using computer technologies effectively structures discussion of the problem and decision
making. This reduces the time for discussion, because distractions to extraneous topics and
ineffective debates are minimized, all the logic of the discussion is preserved. However, the
positive effect of this type of work can be achieved only if there is a professional moderator
who manages the discussion orally and not in writing.
As a result of an expert survey of MBA students, it was found that regardless of the size
of a development company (from hundreds of employees to several thousand), the vast
majority use a limited number of automated control programs. First of all, it is a postal
service and corporate electronic document management systems: 1C, Tessa, PayDox,
LanDocs. One of the functions of these programs is the meeting management function. It
allows you to reduce the time for preparing the agenda and minutes, provide access to the
current version of the agenda, speed up the search for documents related to meetings
(presentations, minutes, etc.) and simplify the preparation of reports.
As we see, the maximum support that companies in the investment and construction
sector can count on in making group decisions is a timely synchronous exchange of
documents. Group decisions are made only as a result of live communication. The vast
majority of our respondents did not even hear about the possibilities of using specialized
computer systems to help make decisions based on the analysis of large volumes of
information. At the same time, experts have noted the great potential for increasing the
effectiveness of collective decisions with the help of DSS, especially when developing
complex and large-scale development projects
An overview of the DSS software products on the market has shown that the most
common are rapid response DSS (the first type of the products discussed above). Software
systems TriniData, Simba DSS, SVIR-R and others provide operational decision support
for the rational organization of production, load distribution.
The market leaders such as Oracle Collaboration Suite, Microsoft Exchange 2000, Sun
Microsystems and Lotus Domino / Notes have developed Integrated Collaboration
Environment. They remove one of the serious limitations of GDSS - the need for all
participants in the discussion to be in one place. These systems allow the group to work
with information in a mode distributed in time and space [6]. However, they do not include
a base of group decision making methods. There are systems whose purpose is to support
group decision making. But, the decision-making methods they use are limited to one
method, for example, the rule of most - GroupSystems, MeetingWorks, or by hierarchy
analysis method - ExpertChoice, or by pair comparison method - IGLA. Matlab math
packages present a wide range of decision-making methods, but they do not support
distributed group work.
The most interesting for use is the GDSS, described in the work of Dubrovinoy A.V.
and Puginoy T.V. They describe the decision-making technology, the participants of which
is a group of experts / specialists in the problem area. All the work of experts is carried out
in anonymous mode. The authors believe that this ensures the honesty and unchainedness
of the participants, the absence of a hierarchy of “boss - subordinate”, reduces the
likelihood of forming coalitions based on personal likes and dislikes. The process is led by
a specially appointed moderator [10]. Its presence, as shown by our observation, increases
the efficiency of the group decision making process. However, as mentioned above, it is the
leader who can become the main cause of the erroneous decision. Performing the role of the
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Lead requires that a person has not only professional knowledge, but also strategic, moral,
psychological and managerial abilities.
Thus, we were unable to find a single software package that would meet the features
and requirements of the group decision-making process in the pre-investment phase of a
real estate development project:
 a software package that allows participants with different expert characteristics to
process large arrays of heterogeneous information;
 a software package that gives participants the opportunity to work distributed in time
and space;
 software complex that overcomes the disadvantages associated with the subjectivity of
human behaviour.

4 Discussions
In the field of real estate development, systematical decision-making support is required,
since there cannot be without well-founded, logically demonstrable arguments and
rationales for the decision made. To make decisions at the early stages of a development
project, it is necessary to conduct detailed modeling of the consequences of the proposed
decision, finding the optimal way to achieve a given result using simulation technologies.
For this, various computer technologies are widely used [3].
However, no modern software complex is aimed at making decisions for a person. The
task of artificial intelligence is to automatically process large volumes of information and
present it in such a way as to make it easier for a person (project participants) to make an
informed decision [2]. During the implementation of the development project, managers at
various levels have to make many management decisions. Some decisions are made singlehandedly. Others - only in conjunction with other interested parties.
To avoid bias and advance the interests of one project participant, group decision
making should be based on expert assessment of the problem. At the same time, the use of
software built on mathematical methods of information processing can lead to the fact that,
firstly, when processing and aggregating experts' preferences, their differences in views
will be averaged, and as an effective solution, an option will be chosen, in the assessments
of which the opinions of experts turned out to be more or less agree with each other.
Secondly, the individual opinion, which may constitute the "exceptional" knowledge of an
expert, may be smoothed out, lost. At the same time, experts who disagree with the
majority are simply ignored [6]. However, it is often impossible to assess the validity of
different, and sometimes diametrically opposed points of view of experts on one problem.
The opinion of one expert will one way or another reflect the interests of one of the
stakeholders. Hence the inevitability of the use of computer decision support systems.
Currently there is no product on the market that would allow to overcome all the negative
aspects of a group decision. Therefore, development companies are forced to use different
Decision Support System at different stages of work, and the final decision is still made in
an authoritarian way or through open discussion.

5 Conclusions
Thus, the group decision support system (GDSS) system is a promising and relevant
direction in the evolution of decision support system (DSS). Despite the fact that evolution
may require significant investments, the organizational benefits of implementing it in a
development company can be significant and substantial.
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